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Writing 

Narrative

Write stories set in places pupils have been.

Write stories of adventure.

Write letters.

Non-fiction

Write persuasively.

Write formally.

Poetry

Learn by heart and perform a significant poem.

Reading

Read and listen to a wide range of styles of text,
including fairy stories, myths and legends.

Listen to and discuss a wide range of texts.

Learn poetry by heart.

Take part in conversations about books.

Learn a wide range of poetry by heart.

Communication

Engage in meaningful discussions in all areas of
the curriculum.

Listen to and learn a wide range of subject
specific vocabulary.

Through reading identify vocabulary that
enriches and enlivens stories.

Speak to small and larger audiences at frequent
intervals.

Practise and rehearse sentences and stories,
gaining feedback on the overall effect and the
use of standard English.

Listen to and tell stories often so as to
internalise the structure.

Mathematics

Count and calculate in increasingly complex
contexts, including those that cannot be
experienced first hand.

Deepen conceptual understanding of
mathematics by frequent repetition and
extension of key concepts in a range of
engaging and purposeful contexts.

Explore numbers and place value so as to read
and understand the value of all numbers.

Add and subtract using efficient mental and
formal written methods.

Multiply and divide using efficient mental and
formal written methods.

Use the properties of shapes and angles in
increasingly complex and practical contexts,
including in construction and engineering
contexts.

Describe position, direction and movement in
increasingly precise ways.

Use and apply measures to increasingly complex
contexts.

Gather, organise and interrogate data.

Science

Biology

Plants

Look at the function of parts of flowering
plants, requirements of growth, water
transportation in plants, life cycles and seed
dispersal.
Evolution and inheritance

All living things

Look at the effect of diet, exercise and drugs.

Working Scientifically

Across all year groups scientific knowledge and
skills should be learned by working scientifically.
(This is documented in the Essentials for
progress section.)

Art & Design

Use experiences, other subjects across the
curriculum and ideas as inspiration for artwork.

Develop and share ideas in a sketchbook and in
finished products.

Improve mastery of techniques.

Design & Technology

Design

Generate, develop, model and communicate
their ideas through discussion, annotated
sketches, cross-sectional and exploded
diagrams, prototypes, pattern pieces and
computer-aided design.

Make

Select from and use a wider range of tools and
equipment to perform practical tasks, such as
cutting, shaping, joining and finishing, accurately.

Cooking and nutrition

Understand and apply the principles of a healthy
and varied diet.

Physical Education

Play competitive games, modified where
appropriate, such as football, netball, rounders,
cricket, hockey, basketball, badminton and
tennis and apply basic principles suitable for

attacking and defending.

Take part in outdoor and adventurous activity
challenges both individually and within a team.
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